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Iris was stunned. She knew nothing about training methods. She did not know how great the training

method was.

However, she knew Leon’s background well. She knew that he was an orphan who had nothing. Leon, knowing martial arts was

already way beyond her expectations. She did not think that he was capable of producing any profound training methods!

“Of course, it’s great! Previously, I’ve tried practicing some low–level training methods. I spent a dozen days without

concentrating any energy. The Mysterious Maiden Method only used a night to concentrate true energy. Don’t you think it’s

amazing?” Louisa made a face and said.

Back then, it was because the low–level training methods did not come to fruition after a long time, so she gave up halfway and

from then onward she looked down on the low–level training methods.

Thankfully, she was lucky enough to meet Leon! Finally, her dreams came true!

“Oh, is that so?” Iris looked at Leon deeply, suspicions rose in her heart.

From what she knew, Leon married himself into the Mansons. He was generally proven to be a loser.

However, at that moment, not only was he capable in his work, but he was also good at martial arts. He could casually just

produce a profound training method.

How could such an extraordinary person be a loser? This was too strange!

Iris was thinking back about all that, she could not help but be suspicious of Leon.

However, she soon let it go. Everyone had their privacy and secrets. It was only normal for Leon to have his

secrets.

Moreover, Leon had a good character. He sacrificed a lot for the company. He also treated her well.

That was more than enough. The rest was not important!

“Iris, Louisa, it’s still early. You two should rest for a while. I’ll head to the park…” Leon said and then, as usual, headed behind to

practice sage.

After breakfast, Louisa headed to school. Leon and Iris rushed to the office.

At the company’s factory, Liam remembered that he promised Janice that he would give her two sets of cosmeceuticals. He

especially made a dozen sets of better cosmeceuticals. He was going to give two sets to Janice and the remaining to Iris,

Louisa, Cynthia, and other ladies. This was an ordinary act of courtesy.

Of course, since he was using the company’s resources, he told Iris about it beforehand, in case he was being blamed for using

the company’s resources for his private gain.

Thankfully he considered all aspects. When Ashwin found out about it, sure enough, he went to Iris to complain about Leon, but

in the end, it was a bummer for him.

However, Ashwin did not mind one bit. He was just deliberating stirring up trouble. He wanted to leave a scar on Iris‘ heart.

Everything erodes. Perhaps, if incidents like these were to keep happening, or perhaps Leon

accidentally made a mistake, he believed that one day Iris would not trust Leon that much anymore!

In the afternoon, Leon took half a day off and left the office. Then, he rushed to the Shears as agreed. He planned to make

alchemical pills.

At the Shear Mansion, after a day of preparation, the Shears already prepared the list of expensive ingredients that Leon

needed.

The oldest ingredient among them was two shrubs of three–hundred–year–old fleece flower root, also two shrubs of two–

hundred–and–eighty–seven–year–old wild Panax. The main ingredients were a hundred years old or so. There were also a lot of

other expensive supplementary ingredients.

The pills created from those ingredients should be enough to be used when the company opened.

“Cynthia, these two sets of cosmeceuticals are for you.”
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